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2016 had been a great kayaking year so far. I was in the Indian Himalayas for a
month kayaking in the early spring, then back home to Austria, coaching and
working with our kayak school. With the odd day off I managed to kayak some
sweet runs including the Upper Rosanna, a big water run down the Sanna and
blast down the Landeck Gorge of the River Inn at a huge level, where even the
state authorities let me paddle while they took photos! As autumn came around,
it was a full-on Paddle Expo working on the Peak UK stand, catching up with
friends, before finally Ute and myself were boarding a plan on our way to Chile.

ThePADDLER 122 David, Will and Steve running the final rapid on the very continuous Rio Teno in Chile.



The last time I was kayaking in Chile I had only a
couple of weeks in January to spend time in
Pucon and a blast down to the Futaleufu. This
time I had three months to travel, explore and
lead along with David Joos, with two road trips
from Santiago to Patagonia for the kayak school.

Our first stop was up to the Cajon del Maipo
and to visit Nelson and Tammy. Nelson has a
rafting company on the banks of the Rio Maipo
and with shuttles easily sorted we were
blasting down the brown, sediment full river. It
was a great way to get into the flow and with
Nelson and the whole crew making us feel at
home, we settled down for a few kilos of
fantastic meat and of course with some of the
world’s best vineyards on his doorstep, the
wine flowed as much as the volume of the
river! It would not be the last time we saw
Nelson and Tammy over the next three months
and each time we were greeted with open
arms, plenty of meat, red wine and some great
crunching waves on the river!

It had been a very dry winter in the region
below Santiago, in-fact they had terrible wild
fires after we left, which meant the seven tea
cups was extremely low. Low enough for us to
decide that we would wait to kayak waterfalls
in Pucon rather than risk getting smashed up!  

As we headed south we got some great
whitewater action on the Teno, Nuble, Bio Bio
and then we arrived at the Rio Laja! It was
great having David with us, originally from
Belgium, he has lived in Chile since we both
worked together the first time on the Rio
Apurimac in Peru some 15 years ago. He has
settled down, married a Chilean girl, got a
couple of great kids and he speaks fluent
Chilean Spanish. The one thing about Chile is
that their Spanish is like no other. Full of slang,
accents and if you are not used to it you will
never understand it. The fact that I could speak
a mixture of Argentinean and Peruvian Spanish
in my time spent with David, was helping my
Chileno day by day!

Nelson the owner
of Isoterma
Rafting preparing
our evening meal
in the Cajon del
Maipo.
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We were greeted with open arms, plenty of meat, red wine 
and some great crunching waves 

on the river!

RIO MAIPO
David Joos catching some air off a 
huge wave on the Rio Bio Bio in Chile.



trying to work my way out of a very tricky
situation). There were a few eddies to catch your
breath and with David’s sense of humour coming
to the fore, all you kept hearing was it Chilean
Class 3-4 we on! On one hole Will got slammed
and he took a swim, David got him to the side
within seconds, making sure he was safe and then
the chase was on.

His boat had got stuck in thick bush and after a
good hour of rigging we got his it out. By this time
Will had met up with Ute and had come down to
the pick up his kayak. David and I continued the
last little bit, as the river started to mellow and
becomes a big pool above the dam wall. The rain
had continued and the road had deteriorated
considerably, what was a small side stream had
turned into a raging creek with volcanic rocks
rumbling over the road. For us it was not a
problem, our 4x4 truck had been put to the test
getting up to the Upper Teno and as Ute drove
through the creek she met us with beers for
David and Will and a flask of tea for me! That
night we stayed in wooden huts, where we
warmed ourselves up and dried out our kit.  

Every time I mentioned the Laja to someone they
just smiled and said that it was always a run to
remember, they were not wrong and ours was
just one of those runs! 

The next morning the owner of the huts said that
tourists could no longer cross the creek and had
to spend a rather uncomfortable night in their
cars. This would not be the last time we were
happy we bought a 4x4 pick up truck! Next stop
Pucon – South America’s adventure capital.

I had heard about the Rio Laja from John Blake
and he said it should be on my so called bucket
list. As we headed up the valley it had been
raining hard and the clouds were dark. We
parked the truck and with the wind blowing and
the rain lashing down we started the hike in,
including David hacking through the thick bush
to get to and make the put-in. There were three
of us, Will Young, David and myself.

The Laja is like no other river I have ever
paddled, it was continuous from the start. A very
narrow river with bushes hanging from both
sides, there was just one line and it was
relentless. We were punching holes, boofing off
rocks, moving left to right, right to left and just
trying to avoid getting put sideways. All the holes
were extremely sticky (as I found out after
spending a good minute getting worked and

The Laja is like no other river I have 
ever paddled, it was continuous 

from the start

Steve preparing
lunch on the back
of the truck after
kayaking another
sweet river near
Pucon.

One of our rustic
wooden cabins in
Chile, with an
amazing wood fire
stove for those cold
spring nights!
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David’s description of Pucon is similar to South
Park the cartoon. Situated on the side of Lake
Villerica, with the Villerica Volcano towering over
the town, Pucon, has built a reputation of white
knuckle adventure coupled with high adrenaline
Latino nightlife! The same can be said about the
surrounding rivers, with so many videos and
photos posted in the media and online it
sometimes feels that you know the run before
you have actually kayaked it. However, all is not
lost if you want a day’s rest, as the Playa Blanca is
a great place to work on your tan and people
watch. Alternatively, you can go visit one of the
numerous Termales to soak away your aches and
pains from the waterfalls or the night’s activities!

Pucon is where David had made his home and
there is no better person to lead down what are
now his home rivers! In October we were
running some high water laps of the Lower
Trancura and after some heavy rainfall Ben and I
dropped into the Upper Trancura. It was
certainly pushy and some lines were touch and
go, plus with a fair few channels it was good that
one of us knew the lines! However, for much of
the run Ben was asking me what the level
compared to when I last paddled it. The reply I
kept giving him was that David runs this a lot in
his play boat!

When we got back to Pucon, we met up with
David and he said the river had rose nearly 1.5
metres from the night’s rain but do not worry as
it is still all Chilean Class 4 and took another swig
of beer! This saying was stay with me for the
three-month trip, it is certainly true the rivers of
Chile are solid at whatever grade they have and
this is something that will shock a lot of kayakers
on their first visit!

By Christmas the river had dropped quite a bit
and we had some stunning days kayaking with
volcano backdrops that Chile is so renowned for!

We also got a few laps in on one of my favourite
rivers, the Rio Maichin. Not as famous as its
closer neighbours, it is a stunning little river with
great lines, amazing boofs, good gradient and the
odd rapid that you should scout. You actually feel
like you are in the middle of a jungle run, so lush
are the surroundings and so clear is the water.
The final gorge is absolutely stunning with plants
hanging down with huge leafs and foliage being

You actually feel like you are in the middle of a
jungle run, so lush are the surroundings and so clear 

is the water

fed by a constant stream of water falling into the
river. It was now time to go and run waterfalls…

The put-in for the Upper Palguin is always fun, a
seal launch and then for the first timers, we
scouted the first drop, set up safety, had the
camera waiting for the action and we dropped
in. It is a fun run with some great drops and a
few blind ones, which are good for the nerves
and the heart! The main one on the Upper is
clean and can be run in so many ways as David
showed when he did a reverse freewheel off the
lip! One run was enough for my back but David
took the boys on as many laps as they, their
body and nerves could handle! Will was
especially lucky as he was there with enough
water to run the whole Palguin (with a few
mandatory portages), he was absolutely buzzing!
We had spent some great days kayaking with
everyone around Pucon and stayed to celebrate
Christmas with Ami and Ran.

From Pucon it was then time to head south,
where the Futaleufu and Patagonia were both
calling us but first we had some fantastic
whitewater to kayak on the way there…PU
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The centre of
Pucon with
stunning views
of the Volcano
Villerica.

Ran Harel
perfecting his
technique on
the waterfalls
of the Upper
Palguin in
Chile.

David Joos about to catch some airtime on the Rio
Maichin in Pucon, Chile.
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Steve running the Salto de Feo on
the Upper Trancura River with
stunning views of the Volcano Villarica
in Pucon.



David Joos 
Originally from Belgium, david has made Pucon
and Chile his home. A great kayaker with an
even better sense of humour, David has
represented Belgium at the Freestyle World
Championships. He makes you feel at ease
with kayaking on the rivers of his adopted
homeland and he brings an extra dimension of
telling stories of local events, history and of
course its food and culture. He spends eight
months of the year as a professor at Pucon
University where he, along with Christian, teach
the students the art of rafting and kayaking. He
has taught and assessed pretty much all of the
raft guides working in Pucon and with plenty of
other ex-students working from Santiago down
to Patagonia, he has the perfect contacts for
each valley and the current water levels! Along
with the five languages he fluently speaks, the
local Chileno Spanish is extremely
advantageous and rest assured that if you enjoy
a beer, there will always be a cold one waiting
for you at the take-out!

Steve Brooks
Steve has lived in Austria for over 19 years, from
being a place to go and work seasonally on the
river, to a base camp, Steve finally made Austria
his home! Steve’s love for kayaking and
adventure is infectious and this can especially be
seen in the kayak school he set up five years ago.
Based out of the Arlberg region in western
Austria, the school runs courses for beginners,
plus coaching and instructing kayakers through
all the whitewater grades, including creeking and
river running. In-between Austria’s kayaking
season, Steve can be found kayaking and leading
adventure trips and expeditions in the Indian
Himalayas, Peru and Chile in South America. He
speaks German like a local and is fluent in
Spanish. When he is not kayaking he searches for
that perfect powder run in the back country of
his home mountain of St Anton am Arlberg, or
riding his Royal Enfield Bullet, in search of
undiscovered rivers in the Himalayas.
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For more information check out:
www.gokayaking.at

https://youtu.be/1qnhEPSVPIo

https://youtu.be/gKHePVyHQPs
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